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ABSTRACT 

Being a direct indicator of aging, the systems time-dependent failure rates need to be evaluated using qualified 
methodologies and starting from basic components time-dependent failure data. Basic component time-deperdent 
failure data are not often available. Components failure data used in the paper are issued from some theoretical 
considerations rather than from field statistical observations. Four academic cases are presented and their results 
are ifanrwrtf Evaluations result in, very often, systems time-dependent failure rates that require understanding 
and careful interpretation. Kinetic trends of systems and of components may sometimes be different 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting aspects in reliability 
and availability analysis is system time-dependent 
failure rate evaluation. A system failure rate has to 
be calculated if system aging behavior should be 
examined. System failure rate evaluation could be 
carried on using some well-known methods as the 
Markov diagram approch or the Monte-Carlo 
simulation. 

In die paper, system time-dependent failure rate will 
be evaluated using the DMEP1, which is developed 
by CEA/DMT-SERMA. A complete description of 
the approach is beyond the scope of the paper. 
Only, the determination of critical states using the 
boolean algebra will be rapidly covered. 

The paper aims, rather, at demonstrating that 
system aging is a quite complex phenemona and 
that it reflects generally both the physics and the 
internal organization (structure) of the system. So 
complex that systems and their basic components 
kinetics show sometimes very (afferent time-
evolution trends. 

To demonstrate this complexity, the paper will 
present four different theoretical cases, among many 
others, where: 

1° the system shows an aging effect while its basic 
components have time-independent failure rates. 

7 the system shows restoration effect while its 
basic components have time-independent failure 
rates. 

3° the system has a time independent failure rate 
(no aging) while its basic components suffer 
from aging (time-increasing failure rate). 

4° the system has a time independent failure rate 
(no aging) while its basic components are being 
restored (time-decreasing failure rate). 

These four interesting cases, among many others, 
are the result of a systematic campaign of 
investigations to evaluate trends in systems time-
dependent failure rates as a function of basic 
components time behavior. Some frequently-used 
simple systems as the 2/3-OR or the AND gates are 
used. Investigations aimed at finding out general 
trends in the system time behavior and was guided 
by the matrix in table (1): 

Component failure rate 
. 0 + 

System 

failure 

rate 

-
case 2 

System 

failure 

rate 

0 case 3 case 4 

System 

failure 

rate + 
easel 

table (1) : Investigation matrix 

where '-', '0* and Y refer to a time-decreasing, a 
time consta.it and a time-increasing failure rate. 
Sometimes investigations tried to find out the sort 
of kinetics components should have in order to 
produce some required system kinetics. 
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Table (1) is not yet completed. Some indications let 
authors believe that some configurations in table (1) 
may be non-existent. 

During investigations both approaches were then 
employed: finding out the system kinetics resulting 
from some given components and finding out the 
components kinetics in order to result in some 
required system behavior. That explains why in 
some cases (3 and 4), components failure rates were 
given as explicit functions of components' 
unavailability rather than of the time. This is to 
avoid complicated mathematical expressions. 

Although, these are academic cases, they 
demonstrate an existing reality that many reliability 
and maintenance engineers meet in analysing or 
observing aging behavior of system >. 

2 . Aging & Failure rate: 

Failure rate time behavior is a direct indicator of 
systems and components aging. A system, a sub
system or a component is said to suffer from aging 
if; 

d_X > 0. 
A 

where, X is its failure rate. 

However, a system, a sub-system or a component is 
said to show restoration effect if; 

a_x < o. 
dt 

On the other hand if the failure rate (X) is time 
independent (constant) the system, the sub-system 
or the component may be called simple. 

If the failure rate is defined as 'the conditional 
probability per unit time to have the first failure at 
t" and if failure is defined as the incapacity to fulfill 
the mission that has been assigned to the system, to 
the sub-system or to the component Then, aging is 
a measure of the time-degradation in the capacity of 
accomplishing a predefined mission (function). The 
failure rate of a system could then be defined as the 
conditional probability per unit time not to fulfill 
an assigned mission (function) at instant Y. 
Besides, if many missions are assigned to the same 
system, the system may have many partial failure 
rates, one per mission (function). 

This emphasis on the functional nature of the 
failure rate and consequently on the functional 
nature of the system aging is necessary to 
understand some of the results that will be presented 
in the paper. This would give a comprehensible 
meaning to terms like success and failure. 

Failure data used in reliability and risk analysis are 
generally the result of observations concerning the 
failure to accomplish some assigned functions and 
missions. Treating these data to extract a time 
dependent failure rates, even for basic components, 
is not an easy task. This necessitates having 
statistically-representative samples of observed 
individuals and well-described observations. 

Very often, adqeuate time-dependent failure data are 
not available. 

3. System Failure Rate: 

In the paper, the term basic component will be used 
only if failure and repair data are issued from 
elaborated observations (experience feed-back). The 
component will be called simple if its characterestic 
data as failure (X) and repair rates (it) are constant 
(time independent). 

However, the term system will be used if failure and 
repair data should be evaluated starting from basic 
components of the system. 

Reliable data issrsd from practical experience are 
generally unavailable for new technology complex 
systems. This is mainly because of the absence of 
statistically-representative observations. So, means 
to evaluate such data starting from the basic 
components of systems are necessary. 

The General Methodology of Analysis and 
Synthesis (GMAS)3 approach, where reliability and 
risk analysis is used to help in systems design, is a 
typical exemple. It uses the DMEP to generate 
time-dependent failure data of under-design systems. 
These calculated failure data are used with other data 
for design options selection 

One of the most required data to be evaluated is the 
lime-dependent equivalent failure rate of systems. 
This is mostly to analyse aging, to optimize 
maintenance, to manage replacement, to help in 
design options selection,... etc. 

The main object of the paper is to assert the fact 
that system aging is generally due to not only 
physical, chemical or mechanical degradation factors 
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but it would also be due to the organization 
(internal structure) of the system. 

q). All these quantities are generally functions of the 
time. 

A system is then characterized by both its physical 
and its organizational aspects. 

In order to demonstrate this fact, the system 
equivalent failure rate needs to be evaluated as a 
time function that takes into account both the 
physical aspect (components) and the organizational 
aspect (internal structure ) of the system. 

Many techniques and methods could be used as 
Markov approach and Monte-Carlo simulation to 
generate system required time-dependent data. 
Markov approach is specially useful for systems 
with few possible states and with time constant 
transition rates between states. Monte-Carlo 
techniques may be more general. Alhough it is 
more difficult to apply, Monte Carlo simulation 
may be revealed a powerful tool to evaluate required 
system time dependent data starting from its basic 
components. 

The Differential Model of Equivalent Parameters1 

(DMEP) is one of the forma! tools that is used to 
evaluate system kinetics. It has been developed at 
the CEA-DMT/SERMA, France. Its main aspects 
will be given in die next section. It permits to 
calculate the characteristic parameters of the system 
as time-functions. Characteristic parameters of a 
system are the failure rate, the repair rate and the 
failure-tû-start probability. Besides it evaluates 
systems reliability and availability. 

4 . Differential Model for Equivalent 
Parameters: 

A complete and exhaustive description of the *urmal 
approach of the DMEP is beyond the scope of the 
paper. Description will be limited to the main 
points needed to evaluate the system equivalent 
failure rate as a function of the time. Two main 
points will be recalled. 

4 . 1 . System Kinetics: 

A system, a sub-system or a component evolution 
with the time will be governed by the following 
first order differential equation: 

l q • Xp-uq (1) 
dt 

where q, X and H are (he unavailability, the failure 
rate and the repair rate and p is the availability (p=l -

If the failure rate (X) and the repair rate (|i) are time-
constant, the system, the sub-system or the 
component is called simple. In this case. Equation 
(1) will have an analytical solution. 

4.2. Critical States 

It is already known that systems could turn on 
(being available) and off (being unavailable) through 
well defined states that are called the critical states. 
Determining die critical functioning states are then 
necessary to evaluate a failure rate. Critical states 
could be determined using states diagram if the 
system has a reasonable number of states. 
Generally, a system will have 2 n possible states, 
where n is the number of its independent basic 
components. This explains why states graph 
presentation is not very practical for systems with 
high number of basic components. 

In the DMEP, a system is well defined by a logical 
expression that describes either its success or its 
failure. Critical states determination is carried on 
using the Boolean Algebra. 

To demonstrate how die formal approach of the 
DMEP determines the critical states starting from a 
logical expression for die failure or for die success 
of a system, die following expression (2/3-OR) will 
be used: 

S = A»B + B'C + C'A (2) 

where, S, A, B and C are die failure of die system 
's' and of die components 'a', 'b' and 'c'. The 
operators '•' and V are die logical operators 'AND' 
and'OR'. 

For die sake of simplicity, components 'a', T>' and 
'c' will be supposed identical. 

After die DMEP, each basic component has its own 
set of critical states that may be determined for 
component 'a' (for exemple) as following; 

A»S = A»[A-B + B«C + C»A] 

= A«(B + q 

» A»X (3-a) 

where X is called die modulo of'S' (die failure of 
die system) w.r.to 'A' (die failure of component 'a"). 
Physically, A«X is the set of all states where 
component 'a' is unavailable. And; 

A'S = A'[A'B + B«C + OAJ 



= M B - q 

= A'Y (3-b) 

where. Y is called the modulo of'S' w j . to A (the 
success of component 'a"). Physically, A* Y is the 
set of all states where component 'a' is available. 

So, It can be shown that the set of the critical 
functioning states Ef(a) related to component 'a' can 
then be determined as: 

Etfa) = A»TX-yj 

- A-IB4CWB+Ç] 

» A,[B«C+B«C1 

• A*9Ca) (4-a) 

where *«>) is the modulo of the critical states WJ. 
to component 'a'. The modulo X(a) is independent 
on weather it is issued from the set of the criucal 
availability states or issued from the set of the 
critical unavailbility states of the system (equation 
4-a). The modulo of the set of critical states M() 
depends only on the associated component. 

Equation 4-a is valid if and only if the system is 
coherent By 'coherent', it is ment that the system 
can not in any case be turned unavailable when the 
component turns available and that the system can 
not in any case be turned availble when the 
component turns unavailble. 

The same could be done to determine the critical 
functioning state: related to both components V 
and 'c'. In table (2), modulo X, Y and MO have been 
determined for each basic component 

xo YO » 0 = XO-Y.O 

a [B+Cl ffi+Cl B-C+fi-C 

b iA+C] [A+a A»C+A'C 

c fB+Al ffi+A) B'A+B»A 

table (2) : Modulo M) of critical states set for 
different basic independent component 

To verify the correctness of expression (4-a), the 
same results could be obtained using the states 
graph representation, table (3). 

a b c a b c a b c 

0 0 1 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 0 

table (3) : States graph for different availbility slates 
of the system's' 

(0 s available, 1 = unavailable) 

Table (3) presents all possible states in which the 
system is considered available. From this table it is 
evident that critical availability states related to 
component 'a' are 

{ 0.0.1} + {0.1.0) = 

A*B«C + A*B«C * 

A'ffiOB'CJ (4-b) 

Expressions (4-a) and (4-b) are equivalent. As for 
the state (0 ,0 ,0) . it does not represent a critical 
state for any of the components. 

The critical availability (functioning) state is a state 
in which the failure of only one basic component is 
enough to turn the whole system unavailable. 

4 . 3 . System Failure Rate: 

Once critical availability states are calculated, it is 
possible to proceed to the system failure rate (X ) 
evaluation. The DMEP demonstrates that : 

(X*)p(S) = XaPlErfa)) + \^fi>)} + Xcp[Ef(c)] 

where; 

p(S) •' the system availability [the probability 
that the system is in one of the states 
of the set (SJ] 

p(A) the basic component 'a' availability 
(the probability that component 'a' is 
in the state AJ. As all basic 
components are identical, the basic 
component availability will be 
expressed only by a 'p\ 
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pC»0) •' the probability to be in the set of the 
states of the modulo associated to the 
bask component 0-

X : system's' failure rate (h*1) 

X : componentO failure rate (h' 1) 

Basic components being all identical. The system 
equivalent failure rate as a function of the time 
could then be given by the following equation: 

<**)pO - 3*lK2pq) 
2 

» 6X»p «q 

then, 

X* = 6A«p2q/Ip2*(l+2q)] 

= 6»X*q/(l+2q) (6) 

where: 

P(S) : is the system availability which is equal 
to [p*«(l+2q)J, appendix 1. 

q : is the basic component unavailability 
(Q=l-P) 

It is essential to draw the attention to the fact that 
both X and q of the basic components are time-
dependent functions. So. the system equivalent 
failure rate X is a time-dependent function as well. 

This example of a 2/3-type system will be used in 
the following sections (cases N°l, N°2 and N°3) to 
demonstrate some of the effects that have been 
mentioned above. 

5 . Results: 

As previously mentioned, four csaes will be issued 
guided by table (1) to demonstrate the complexity of 
the system aging phenomena. 

CaseNV 

Consider the 2/3-OR gate described in the previous 
section. 

The basic components a. b and c have a time 
independent failure rate (X =10"5 h"1) and are 
supposed non-reparable (p. = 0. h*')- Components a, 
b and c are simple ones. In this case, the component 
unavailability (q). which is the solution of equation 
1, will have the following time dependent function: 

q = 1 - e '* 1 (7) 

supposing a zero fail-to-start probability. 

As for the system, its unavailability (Q) will be 
given, appendix 1, by: 

Q = 0^(1+2?) ® 

where, p is the component availability (p = 1-q). 

The system equivalent failure rate (X ) can then be 
evaluated using equation (6). The DMEP can show 
that both system unavailability (Q) and system 
failure rate (X ) will obey equation (I), which 
governs the system kinetics as well. 

In figure (1), the time profile of both component 
failure rate (X) and system failure rate (X ) are 
given. 

Although, components have a time independent 
failure rates (no aging) the system itself shows an 
aging effect (the system failure rate increases with 
the time). 

This type of systems is very frequent in signal 
transmission. Components a, b and c are simply 
signal transmission lines. A transmisson line fails 
when it fails to transmit a signal. 

With the 2/3-OR gate, the transmission of the 
signal is confirmed by at least 2 independent lines. 
The transmission system fails if at least 2 out of 3 
lines fail to transmit a given signal. The global 
failure rate of the system is smaller than that of 
each line individually for t< 3 10 4 hours, (• 3 
years). However, the system suffers from aging. 

It may be interesting to notice that the system 
failure rate becomes higher than the component 
failure rate for t * 3 10 4 hours. Above this limit, it 
may be necessary to rexamine the interest of this 
redundance in transmission lines. 

It is also worthy to mention that for t long enough 
(t>5 10* h) the system failure rate attends its 
asymptotic value. No aging will be observed above 
this limit. 



10" 10* 10* 1 0 J 10H 10-

Figure (1) 

2/3-OR gate equivalent failure rate with time 
independent non-reparable components 

Case NI 

Considering the same system as above (2/3-OR), 
the basic components a, b and c have a time 
independent failure rate (X=10*3 h' 1) and are 
supposed reparable Qi = 0.5 h' 1). In this case, the 
component unavailability (q) will have the 
following time dependent profile: 

q - XO-e^tyo+Ye" 0 1 ; o » X + u (9) 

where, y is the failure to start probability of the 
component (a, b or c) and will be taken equal to 
0.1. 

As for the system, its unavailability (Q) will be 
always given by: 

Q = 03(1+20) 

and p is the component availability (p=l-q). 

In figure (2), the time profile of both component 
failure rate (X) and system failure rate (X ) are 
given. 

Although, components have a time independent 
failure rate (no aging) the system itself shows a 
being-restored effect (the system failure rate 
decreases with the time) during die first 10 hours. 

Attention may be paid to the fact that the system 
attends its best performance after 10 hours from the 
start up and it keeps with a time independent failure 
rate for the rest of the time. 
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Figure (2) 

System failure rate profile in the case of 
2/3-OR gate with time independent reparable 

components 
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Considering the same system as above (2/3-OR), 
the basic components will have, in this case, a 
being-restored behavior (failure rate decreasing with 
die time) and will be supposed non-reparable OisO). 
The component failure rate (X) is given as a 
function of the component unavailability (q) as 
following: 

X=coKl+2q>6qJ (10) 

where CQ is a constant. Both component failure rate 
(X) and component unavailability (q) are function of 
the time and governed by the following equation : 

d_q«Xp 
dt 

(11) 

where p is the component availability (p=l-q). The 
component failur-to-start probability will be taken 
equal to 10"2. The solution of equation (11) after 
replacing X by equation (10), gives the component 
unavailability as a function of the time: 

(l-q)2(l+2q) - 9.997 10"1 e"*01. CQ = 10"4 (12) 

Substituting q(t), equation (12), into equation (10) 
gives the time behavior of the component failure 
rate (X) as it is shown in figure (3). 

Although the component has a time decreasing 
failure rate (being restored) the system itself has a 
time constant failure rate. 
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Figure (3) 

System failure rate profile in the case of 
2/3-OR gate with time dependent non-reparable 

components 

CaseN°4 

Another system will be used to demonstrate this 
case (AND). Let'S' be the failure of a system Y 
composed of two idendical components 'd' and e' 
whose failures are T>* and *E* such that 

S D»E 03) 

The system fail if both components fail. Both 
components are reparable 0i»10"' h"1) and will 
have the following time dependent failure rate (X): 

where; 

l(r3[l+q(t)]/l2q(t)l 

[10-5(l+9e- ,)]°-5 

(14) 

(15) 

Substituting equation (14) into (1) and solving die 
resultant differential equation should give the 
component unavailability as function of the lime, 
equation (IS). The system failure rate (X ) is given 
, appendix 2, by: 

X* -2X»q/(l+q) 06) 

As the system failure is expressed by an AND gate, 
so the system unavailability Q is equal to q where 
q is the component unavailability. By the DMEP, it 
can be shown the that both system unavailability 
(q) and failure rate (X ) obey the differential equation 
(1). 

Although components have a time increasing failure 
rate (aging behavior) the system it self has a time 
independent (constant) failure rate, figure (4). 
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Figure (4) 

System failure rate profile in the case of 
AND gate with two time dependent reparable 

components 

This is the case of a detection system with two 
identical detecor ihat are suffering from aging due to 
environment agression (neutron damage). The 
detection succeed if at least cite detector confirm the 
signal. The system fails if both detectors fail. 

It is interesting to notice that the system failure rate 
is lower than that of the detectors, beside, it is free 
of aging caused by enviroment agression. 

Discuss ion 

These 4 theoretical examples demonstrate clearly 
some facts being already observed by reliability 
engineer and people of system maintenance: 

1° systems may show time perfornur/e 
deterioration (aging) although basic components 
have time independent failure rates2. 

2° systems may show time performance 
amelioration (being restored behavior) although 
basic components have time independent failure 
rates. 

3° systems may show time independent 
performance although basic components have 
time decreasing (being restored) failure rates. 

4° systems may show time independent 
performance although basic components have 
time increasing (aging behavior) failure rales. 

Case number 1°, which is largîy met in reliability 
evaluations, demonstrates simply the reality that 
system aging behavior is more than •* sign of a 
physical deterioration for chemical, mechanical and 
mass transfer reasons. This is generally the case 
with non-reparable systems. In these cases, 
redundance becomes useless after some characierestic 
time. Redundance becomes useless when the system 
equivalent failure rate becomes higher than that of 
basic components. In case N°l, aging was due to 
the structure (internal organization) of the system. 
Reorganizing the same components a, b and c in a 
simple OR rather than 2/3-OR gate would have 
resulted in a sytem with a time constant failure rale 
which was the sum of the components' failure rates. 
System internal organization could produce system 
aging as well as physical constraints. In this case, 
aging could be called fatigue aging to be 
distinguished from wear aging which is rather du to 
deteriorating physical agents. 

Case N°2 has exactly the same signification and 
implication as the previous one as far as the system 
failure rate time dependence is concerned. The only 
difference is that the system behaves as if it is being 
restored. This was merely due to the fact the it had 
some problems to start up functioning (f=0.S h' 1). 
Once it started up, its failure rate was low arid 
reparation assured a reasonable asymptotic 
unavailability , which was lower than the system 
failure to start probablity (y). The system being 
restored behavior reflects exclusively a performance 
(functional) rather than a physically induced reality, 
reorganizing the system in a mere OR gate will 
result in a time-constant failure rate for the system. 

Cases N°3 and N'4 lead to the same conclusions but 
with permutation between system and components 
behavior. In one case (N°3), components are restored 
(may be due to physical process). In the other case 
(N°4), components suffer from aging (may be due to 
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physical process too). But in both case, the system 
does not respond in the functional sense and neither 
a deterioration nor an amelioration are observed. 

Case N°3, may also represent a monitoring system 
made of three independent detection lines. The 
detection rate (of some physical process) of each 
line decreases with the time (detector aging). 
Although, detectors capability are degrading with 
the time, the system itself does not show any time 
variation thanks to its internal organization (the 
2/3-redundance). However, the system overall 
detection rate is lower than the basic lines detection 
rates. In many applications, it is sometimes required 
to detect exactly the kinetic of some observed 
physical process. This necessitates the elimination 
of the effect of the detector kinetic. 

Case N° 4 may also represent the detection of some 
physical process. To succeed the detection, the 
physical process must happen AND the detector 
should detect If the arrival rate of the physical 
process and the failure rate of the detector increase 
with the time. The final observation may indicate 
erroneously that the physical process arrives at 
constant time rate. One of the physical process 
which may be of special interest is the structure 
craking propagation rate under irradiation. As for 
leak detector under irradiation, aging is a very 
expected behavior. 

These cases and many others have been mainly 
guided by table 1. Although the authors tried to 
fulfill the whole table. Some possibilities have 
never been come across during evaluations. One of 
these yet non-detected possibilities is when both 
components and system failure rates are time-
constant. This case could not yet be observed even 
for systems with complex structure and identical 
components. 

Similaire results could certainly be drawn from 
experience in other engineering fields like structure 
reliability, electrical systems reliability,... etc. 

In all cases it may be worthy identifying the general 
trends in systems failure rates as functions of 
components failure rates per type of engineering 
field. 

As the organizational complexity and the nature of 
the degradation physical factors vary from one 
engineering field to the other, aging nature may 
very probably changing too. In some fields fatigue 
aging may be more frequent, in some others it may 
rather be the wear aging. 

Some other factors which may also be specific to 
the engineering field are (he maintenance and the 
periodic inspections. Previous evaluations show 

that these factors affect significantly the systems 
time behavior. 

Conculsions: 

If some conclusions should be drawn from this 
work, the authors may underline one as the main 
conclusion and some others as secondary. 

The main conclusion is that aging is the result of 
both die physics and die internal organization of the 
system. This necessitates to be aware of the fact 
that failure rates are functional (performance) and 
physical degradation indicators. So, failure rates 
translate both physical and organizational 
constraints in terms of time dependence. 

As far as secondary conclusions are concerned, it 
may be mentioned that 

- Component adequate time-dependent failure data 
are needed. 

- powerful! techniques and methodologies of 
aging evaluation are necessary to help in 
optimizing maintenance, in managing 
components replacement, in scheduling periodic 
inspection, in design options selection,... etc. 

- It may be necessary to investigate possibilities 
to describe die system aging in terms of fatigue 
and wear aging, separately. Fatigue aging is 
recalled for systems with time-increasing failure 
rates although basic components do have time-
constant failure rates. On die other hand, wear 
aging is recalled to assign systems with time-
increasing failure rates and whose basic 
components are time-increasing failure rates as 
well. 

- aging of systems may tum some redundances to 
be useless after some time intervals when the 
system failure rate becomes higher than the 
component failure rate, (figure 1). 

- in monitoring and signal detection fields we 
should be aware of the fact that erroneous 
conclusions may be the result of detectors and 
transmission lines aging. 

- maintenance may have a decisive effect on 
system aging behavior (when maintenance is 
possible), as it has been shown in case 2. 



• periodic inspection may also have an effect 
because of the failure to start probability. 

- it may be useful to identify application fields 
where some typical trends in system failure rate 
time evolution can be observed as a function of 
components failure rates. 
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Appendix 1 

Let'S' be the failure of a system's* such that: 

S « A*B + B*C + C*A (1) 

where A, B and C are the failures of the basic 
components a, b and c. The same failure S could be 
described ac 

S « A»B • A«B*B«C + A«B«B«C«OA 
« A-B + A'B-C + fi-OA (2) 

The probability that the system will be unavailable 
Q is then qua! to: 

Q - qj+pa^+pq 2 

- q 2(l+2p) (3) 

where q and p(p«l-q) are the basic components 
unavailability and availability knowing that basic 
components are identical 

The same could also be done using a logical 
expression describing the system success. Let '£' be 
the success of a system Y such that: 

4 « A'B+frC+C-A (•) 

whete A. B. and C are the sucess of the basic 
components a, b and c The same success £ could 
be described as (using the procedure as in equation 2 
above): 

& = A'a + A-frC+B-C/A (5) 

The probability that die system will be available P 
is then qua! to: 

ï » p^l+îq) (6) 

Apendix 2 

Let'S' be the failure of a system '.V such that 

5 » A'B (1) 

Where 'A* and B' are the failure of components 'a' 
and 'b'. This is an AND gate in failure. To 
determine the modulo X and Y of the component 'a' 
(for example), then: 

S*A - A*A*B*A»X (2-a) 

S«A = A'A'B»A**«A'Y (2-b) 

here 4 is the empty set and 'A' is the success of 
component 'a'. The set of die critical functioning 
states asociated to component 'a' is then: 

E(a) * A'X*Y.>A-X4 
« A'B'U-A'B (3) 

The same could be done for component V and die 
system failure rate is determined as: 

X*P »Xai>(E(a))+tyP<E(b» (4) 

As components 'a' and V ate identical then: 

JL*P »2X«(pq) (5) 

where P. p and q are the system availability, the 
component availability and the component 
unavailability, respectively. The system availability 
is: 

P -l-q 2*p(l-Hi) (6) 
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